
 

 
Connection to Unit Theme:  To complement the small group study of Awake: The Call to a 
Renewed Life, these sermon outlines will use the same Scripture passages as the small group 
study, so the pastor can reinforce the study from the pulpit.  
 
We see in the book of Acts that as the early church was faithful with what God had given them 
he opened up more doors for the gospel to spread. Session Six of the small group material is 
called “Return to The Task.” The Point is, “A revitalized church spreads the gospel.”  
 
 
Connection with Unit Theme:  To complement the small group study Identity: Living 
Out Who I Am in Christ, these sermon outlines will use different Scripture passages 
related to the small group study theme, so the pastor can reinforce the study from the 
pulpit. 
 
Introduction: This passage is one that our contemporary society will bristle at because 
it refers to the woman as the weaker vessel. I really appreciate, though, the way Robert 
Rayburn comments on this passage: 

Remember “weaker” is being used in a context. A Ming vase is weaker than a 
five-dollar hammer; a Rembrandt canvas is weaker than a razor blade; and 
Mother Teresa was weaker than Mike Tyson! Peter is not talking about 
comparative worth, he is speaking of the reason why men have a special 
responsibility, laid upon them by their Creator, to show a particular regard for 
women and their wives in particular. It was not so long ago, even in secular 
Western societies that a man’s manhood was judged according to the way in 
which he protected and provided for the women in his life.  

The gospel, and not society, is to define the relationships within our home. Keep in mind 
that 1 Peter is written to sojourners like you and I. Sojourners are those who are 
increasingly finding their identity in Christ, and as such this world is becoming less and 
less the sojourner’s home. Every Christian, regardless of gender, had a “weaker” status 
within the Roman Empire. The family, and the roles within, would reflect this sojourner 
position. 

1. The gospel defines the sojourning wife 
This passage is not about the relationship of women to men. This passage is about the 
relationship of wives to husbands. Ephesians 5, and even here in 1 Peter, is clear that 
the husband is in a place of authority of the wife. The question then becomes how the 
wife will respond to this authority. It is especially clear in 1 Peter that her responsibility is 
not defined by the obedience of her husband, the gospel defines her role.  
I appreciate John Piper’s definition of submission in such a context: 

"[Submission] is an attitude that says, 'I delight for you to take the initiative in our 
family. I am glad when you take responsibility for things and lead with love. I don't 
flourish when you are passive and I have to make sure the family works.' But the 
attitude of Christian submission also says, 'It grieves me when you venture into sinful 
acts and want to take me with you. You know I can't do that. I have no desire to 
resist you. On the contrary, I flourish most when I can respond creatively and joyfully 
to your lead; but I can't follow you into sin, as much as I love to honor your 
leadership in our marriage. Christ is my King.' 
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Wives reflect the gospel’s work in their life by the way they interact with their unbelieving 
husbands. As Schreiner rightly says, “The primary influence on husbands will not be the 
speech of wives but their godly behavior.” The gospel gives wives an identity in Christ. 
Because of this they are empowered to live as Peter outlines in this text.  

2. The gospel defines the sojourning husband 
Lest we think that God doesn’t care about the sojourning wife, he also gives counsel to 
the husbands. This admonition to honor wives is unique to Greco-Roman society. It 
shows that the gospel is counter-cultural. Husbands are not to be brutes to their wives. 
They are to treat them as Christ treats his bride. This is the opposite of how the culture 
defined the role of the husband.  
In fact God is so serious about the way that men treat their wives that he will not answer 
their prayers if they are treating their wives in a way contrary to the gospel. This truth 
should be such an encouragement to wives. The Lord loves them so much that he 
would cause a hindrance in His relationship with the husband because the husband is 
not nurturing his wife. He cares for wives so much that he rips up the conscience of 
husbands until they treat their wives how they ought to be treated.  

3. The gospel defines every relationship 
Notice in 3:1 the words “in the same way”. Some might wrongly conclude that the 
dynamics of the husband/wife relationship is “in the same way” as the dynamics 
between the slave/master relationship. But that is not Peter’s point. This statement 
helps us to see the broader point that Peter is making; namely, the gospel defines every 
relationship.  
The way that children relate to their parents, the way wives relate to husbands, and the 
way that slaves relate to master is reflective of the way that persecuted Christians relate 
to a society which continually marginalizes them. Because our identity is wrapped up in 
Christ we don’t have to fight for our personal rights. We gladly endure difficult things like 
persecution because we know this world is not our home.  
Conclusion:  
The Bible proclaims that there are two ways in which we share the gospel, both are 
necessary. We share the gospel with our life and with our lips. Though both are 
necessary at times one will carry more weight than another. For instance, if you are on 
a short-term mission trip you certainly will want to be sure that your lifestyle isn’t 
contradicting your profession, but most of your witness is going to be verbal. In the 
same way there are certain relationships where our lifestyle will speak more volumes 
than our lips. A teenager, with unbelieving parents, will likely have a better witness by 
taking out the trash with a good attitude than he would if he argued theology with his 
parents. 1 Peter outlines for us the way that our identity in Christ empowers us to live 
out our minority status. The gospel influences every relationship and as every 
relationship is impacted by the gospel will rightly witness to the world.  
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